
 

 

ENGLISH HOMEWORK 

Third Grade “A and B” 

Teacher Jose 

Week: 

     February 12th to the 16th 2018 

 

 

Dear students and parents: 

    Our English exam will be on Friday, February 16th. Below is the list of objectives 

that will be in the evaluation. During the week from February 12th to the 15th we 

will practice and do some exercises for the exam. Answer a study guide and 

take it home as a resource to help you with the exam.  

 

1. Writes and employs the vocabulary from units 5 and 6 in context: 

weather, clothes. 

Types of weather Clothing and accessories 

cloudy boots shorts 

cold coat sunglasses 

hot gloves sweater 

rainy hat umbrella 

snowy raincoat  

sunny sandals  

windy scarf  

 

2. Checks draft text and add ideas / vocabulary to enrich it. 

 

Here is a topic sentence: 

 

 My favorite season is winter. 

Give more information for the topic 

sentence 

 

 In the winter the weather is cold       

and cloudy.  

 I wear a coat, gloves and a scarf. 

 I like to play in the snow and 

make a snowman. 

 

 

STUDY GUIDE 



               

3. Writes in order the words in questions:  

is / weather / How / the / ? / today How is the weather today? 

does / pizza / taste / ? / How / the How does the pizza taste? 

was / the / How / yesterday / weather / ? How was the weather yesterday? 

 

 

4. Employs correctly the verb to be (is, are, was, and were). 

 

Present is  It is windy and cold. 

are  There are leaves everywhere. 

Past  was  It was sunny and hot. 

 Yesterday was cloudy. 

were  Leaves were everywhere, and we were 

cold! 

 

5. Recognizes and produces sounds with short /u/ and long /u/. 

 

Short /u/ Long /u/ 

Sun Glue 

Cup Blue 

 

6. Understands, listens and says the sound represented with the letters 

/e/ zebra and /o/ sofa. 

/e/ zebra /o/ sofa 

Week Cold 

read sport 

 

 

 



 


